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Active projects by Programme Development Area

International Trade Procedures

- Business Requirements Specific for Digital Product Conformity Certificate Exchange - High-level Process
- Data Governance for Trade Facilitation
- Digitalization transit accompanying documents - Document requirements for goods in transit
- Guidelines on establishing Regional Single Window
- Recommendation for Trade information Portal
- Single Window Assessment Methodology SWAM
- Transparency at scale: digital solutions for trust - resilience and sustainability

International Supply Chain

- Accounting and Audit Reference Data Model
- API Transformation of EPs Technical Artefacts with Sustainability Claims
- Buy Ship Pay Data Exchange Structures for Trade Finance Facilitation
- CHECK IBAN OPEN FINANCE USE CASE
- Critical Minerals Traceability and Sustainability
- Cross border multimodal digital corridors for regulatory related movement of consignment data and consignment status information for trade facilitation
- Geofencing Facilities
- IFTDGN Dangerous Goods
- IMO FAL electronic compendium mapping
- Parcel goods traceability in last-mile delivery
- Product Circularity Data: Extension of the Textile and Leather BRS part 2: Use case and CCBDA data structure
- Sustainable Development and Circular Economy Reference Data Model
- Transfer of MLETR-compliant titles
- Travel Agency and DMC API RDM
- Waste Management and Waste Analysis

Methodology and Technology

- Cross border Inter-ledger exchange for Preferential CoO using Blockchain
- Digital Identity Standardization for Trade Facilitation
- Linked Data Vocabulary and Shapes Project
- Methodology to Subset RDM based Messages
- Open API generation from domain models
- UNCEFACT Chain project

Other Working Group

- Task Force on Electronic CITES Permit Exchange
- Team of Specialists on Sustainable Fisheries
- UN/LOCODE Advisory Group

(Archived)

- Accounting Bundle Collection
Active projects by Domain

Accounting & Audit

- Accounting and Audit Reference Data Model

Agriculture Fisheries and Agri food

- Business Requirements Specific for Digital Product Conformity Certificate Exchange - High-level Process
- Critical Minerals Traceability and Sustainability
- Digitization transit accompanying documents - Document requirements for goods in transit
- Product Circularity Data: Extension of the Textile and Leather BRS part 2: Use case and CCBDA data structure
- Sustainable Development and Circular Economy Reference Data Model
Cross Border Management

- Cross border multimodal digital corridors for regulatory related movement of consignment data and consignment status information for trade facilitation

eData Management

Content by label There is no content with the specified labels

Environment Management

- Waste Management and Waste Analysis

Finance and Payment

- CHECK IBAN OPEN FINANCE USE CASE

Insurance & Health

Content by label There is no content with the specified labels

Trade Procedures Facilitation

- Business Requirements Specific for Digital Product Conformity Certificate Exchange - High-level Process
- Digitization transit accompanying documents - Document requirements for goods in transit

Libraries & Schema

Content by label There is no content with the specified labels

Single Window Domain

- Guidelines on establishing Regional Single Window
- Recommendation for Trade information Portal
- Single Window Assessment Methodology SWAM

Specification

- Linked Data Vocabulary and Shapes Project
- Methodology to Subset RDM based Messages
- Open API generation from domain models

Supply Chain & Procurement

- Buy Ship Pay Data Exchange Structures for Trade Finance Facilitation
- IFTDGN Dangerous Goods
Transport & Logistics

- Buy Ship Pay Data Exchange Structures for Trade Finance Facilitation
- Critical Minerals Traceability and Sustainability
- Geofencing Facilities
- IFTDGN Dangerous Goods
- IMO FAL electronic compendium mapping
- Parcel goods traceability in last-mile delivery
- Transfer of MLETR-compliant titles

Travel & Tourism

- API Transformation of EPs Technical Artefacts with Sustainability Claims
- Travel Agency and DMC API RDM

UN/LOCODE

Content by label There is no content with the specified labels

Validation

Content by label There is no content with the specified labels